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Last month saw the Nobel committee award the 2010 prize for physiology or medicine to Robert Edwards for his pioneering
efforts to establish human in vitro fertilization (IVF).While a number of other groups added experimental tools that helped bring
the technique into modern clinical practice, in many ways Edwards can also lay claim to founding, at least intellectually, the
human embryonic stem cell field. Numerous parallels exist between the public reception of and regulatory policies for IVF and
hESCs, and in their Forum article, Gearhart and Coutifaris offer their take on the historical origins of both fields and of the polit-
ical lessons that they feel hESC research proponents should bear inmind and aim to put into practice. In the debate over hESC
research funding, some advocates claim that the availability of human iPSCs overcomes the need for continued hESC deri-
vation. Loring and colleagues, however, describe that both categories of pluripotent cell lines are prone to subchromosomal
genomic aberrations. They emphasize that while hiPSCs and hESCs are biased towards different aberrations, the high rates of
change in both cell types mean that frequent genomic monitoring will be required to assure clinical safety of any therapies
derived from pluripotent cells. The types of aberrations that arise in human pluripotent cells also seem to shift over time in
culture, emphasizing the need to understand how culture conditions, including signaling molecules, regulate pluripotent
cell-fate outcomes. Using a mouse ESC model system, Jin and coauthors shed light on the specific roles played by the
NFAT and Erk signaling cascades in regulating the switch between self-renewal and lineage specification. Clarifying the
signals at play in mouse ESCs may also help improve protocols designed to support maintenance versus differentiation of
hESC and hiPSC populations. It has also been emphasized that work
with hESCs will be needed at least as long as the work to understand
the reprogramming process continues. To that end, Meissner and
colleagues use an inducible reprogramming system to track very early
epigenetic changes that occur during the generation of mouse iPSCs.
They find that histone methylation patterns are altered prior to gene
expression changes and, in doing so, offer insight into the temporal prog-
ress of reprogramming in response to exposure to ectopic factors.
The Impact of Age and Stress
The specifics of the pathways activated in response to stress and
damage, and the outcome of those pathways on stem cells and their
progeny, form a focus for three articles in this issue. Kornblum and
colleagues isolated neural progenitors from mouse brain and found that
this population is actually maintained and stimulated by reactive oxygen species (ROS) which act as second messengers
in the PI3K/Akt signal cascade, unlike in other cell populations that typically translate ROS as a danger and damage stimulus.
Clearly, the context of a given stress signal, and the identity and function of the cell type receiving that signal, will impact the
specific response made under different conditions. These themes are discussed in detail by Passague, Blanpain and coau-
thors in their Review article, who also raise the topic of howDNA-damage-response pathwaysmay bemisused by, or perhaps
targeted to eliminate, cancer stem cells. There are other situations when having insight into damage and stress responses
might offer clinical insight. For example, Colman and colleagues describe the generation of human iPSCs derived fromHutch-
inson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome patient fibroblasts. This lethal premature aging disease affects cells frommany tissues, and
several differentiated progeny from themutant pluripotent cells, including
MSCs, display defective responses to DNA damage and stress. The
authors use this model system to provide insight into the inner workings
of HGPS pathology, and these lines will likely help dissect cellular
responses involved in the mechanisms of aging as well.
Signaling the Niche
Physical damage and stress also relay important signals to stem cell pop-
ulations, and Jiang and colleagues look at specific signaling cascades
activated by this response in intestinal epithelium stem cells of the
Drosophila midgut. They identify the EGFR/Ras/MAPK cascade as
essential for promoting gut epithelial regeneration and highlight how
this stem cell population reads environmental cues in order to maintain
or achieve homeostasis. External regulatory inputs on stem cell fate
and function are often derived from the niche, which can include both
cellular and acellular components. For migratory stem cell populations, niche inputs need to reach a balance between
stem cell anchoring and mobilization, and whether this balance is pushed to one side or the other will likely be determined
by circulating signals that originate from outside the niche. Forsberg and colleagues investigate how this balance is mediated
for HSCs in the BM and show that Robo4, a guidance molecule, is needed for appropriate HSC recruitment, homing, and
mobilization. Furthermore, Robo4 appears to cooperate with the chemokine receptor CXCR4, and modifying the pair may
be needed to efficiently mobilize HSCs from donors and also to improve the seeding of transplants HSCs back to the BM
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